By taking a bottom-up "library in the life of the user" perspective rather than a top-down "user in the life of the library" perspective, this paper uses anecdotal evidence from the past and near present to examine the multiple roles the U.S. public library plays and has played as public space in the everyday lives of its patrons. By harnessing "public sphere " theory discussed in Jürgen Habermas's THE STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC SPHERE (1989) and by the examining the rich literatures on civic life and institutions that have evolved from it, the author argues that Library and Information Studies discourse has to expand its scope to include research and analysis of "library as place" from a user's perspective if it hopes to develop a deeper understanding of what the public library does for means to members of the communities in which they reside.
A Community Conversation" (a Humanities Montana event to promote civil public discourse that is modeled on Gracious Space: A Practical Guide for Working Better Together put out by the Center for Ethical Leadership in Seattle, Washington) , and "Project Homeless Connect", an annual one-day, one-stop event to connect Billings' homeless and near-homeless population to resources that provide a "hand up and out of poverty." Pretty impressive array of community programs, I thought to myself.
At the Bozeman Public Library, I was also impressed with public programming. Just inside the front door, for example, is a large community room--used for lots of purposes, I was told.
At the time I was in the building scores of toddlers were being read to by parents. When I peeked inside I met 83 year old Ray Bequet, a volunteer who reads and enjoys the company of children nearly every day. "For some reason", he said, "my smile appeals to kids." (Hausen, 2008) . What especially caught my eye at Bozeman, however, was the artwork and sculpture that adorned the building. Greeting me at the front door was an eight-foot bronze sculpture by Mitch S. Billis depicting a youth holding a book on the back of a winged horse. Once inside I looked up into the soaring heights to see suspended sculptures representing clouds done by local artist Richard Parish and donated by the Friends of the Library. Adorning the walls of one very long hallway were decades-old framed posters of the Union Pacific Railroad, which had a huge influence on Bozeman history. As I looked into the children's room, above the door was a quotation from Alice in Wonderland: "What's the use of a book", thought Alice, "without Strangers into Neighbors"--was designed to provide safe space in which people can discuss diverse opinions and respectfully disagree without shouting at each other. Organizational meetings for "Flathead on the Move" occurred in the Library, which has been an active partner in "Principles for Civil Dialogue" since it began. What drew my attention most, however, was a series of incidents Library Director Kim Crowley told me had occurred earlier in the year.
Because the Library followed the American Library Association's recommended Library Bill of Rights and years earlier instituted a policy that its assembly room was open to anyone in the community, it did not hesitate when a local white supremacist group called "Kalispell Christian
Fellowship" scheduled meetings to show two films-"Epic: The Story of the Waffen SS" (which takes a positive spin on the Nazi war machine) and "The Truth Behind the Gates of Auschwitz", a Holocaust denial film. Predictably, local opponents rallied. At the first film showing hundreds of protesters appeared with placards that read "No Neo-Nazis" and "No Hate in My Backyard." The second also drew hundreds of protestors with similar placards, some promoting peace, others denouncing hatred. "I only hate broccoli", read a sign a local rabbi carried. I asked Kim how she felt about these incidents: "Isn't it better to know who these people are, and know that a white supremacist group exists in this valley, than to have them meeting secretly in someone's garage or house?" she responded. "Though the two groups disagreed (sometimes loudly and angrily), there were conversations going on everywhere between the two groups. And at the second one, I was thrilled to see 300 people at the library for an event! It was really great to see all the public discourse happening." Ironically, she noted, "both sides thanked me separately for allowing this to happen." (Crowley, 2010) .
Discerning readers/listeners may see a theme in the Montana library activities I highlight here. All involve use of the library as public space, in which-as these examples illustrate--community gathers, debates, participates, displays, and gets constructed in various ways. None directly involve information technology, use of which not only dominates the subject material of this conference and now drives the curricula of library and information studies programs across the globe, it also has preoccupied the library profession for a quarter century. Information Systems [1978] ) professional leaders have attempted to redefine librarianship from an "education" to an "information" profession, and at the same time to position librarianship as a major player in this "age of information" in which the word "information" itself has been redefined-one might even say "invented"-by ever changing information technologies. we can discover the roles library as place play--not only in sustaining these ubiquitous civic institutions but also increasing their importance--is to shift our perspective from "user in the life of the library" (which privileges the transactional services preoccupying practicing professionals)
to "library in the life of the user" (which instead empowers the patron and makes her the agent of action). To explain those growing numbers of turnstile counts, we have to deepen our knowledge of how and why people use libraries as places.
Let me first start with a philosophical concept. Libraries constitute institutions occupying spaces and providing places in the "public sphere", a term more fully defined by philosopher Jurgen Habermas (Habermas, 1989) . In the 18 th century, Habermas argues, the growing middle classes carved out a sphere of influence between governments and marketplaces that they exercised through new institutions (e.g., political parties, periodicals, and newspapers) and places (e.g., coffee houses, pubs, and parks). In his book, The Good Citizen, Michael Schudson says "public sphere" refers to "both a public forum independent of government and to private associations beyond the household where people come together to discuss public affairs." The public sphere, he concludes, "is the playing field for citizenship." (Schudson, 1998) While my visits to three Montana public libraries certainly provide vivid examples of how as place the American public library functions as a playing field for citizenship, they are hardly exhaustive. To deepen understanding of how library spaces fill needs in the everyday lives of patrons, we need to import a new vocabulary into LIS studies drawn from other disciplines concerned with the public sphere and the public realm. I start with Tony Hiss's The Experience of Place. "One part of experiencing places has to do with changing the way we look at things, diffusing our attention and also relaxing its intensity", he argues. "A change that lets us start to see all the things around us at once and yet also looks calmly and steadily at each one of them." Quiet places do that. They "invite people to redistribute their attention." Active spaces, which "welcome experiencing", do that too. Sometimes people want "a long sweeping vista" where "viewing is unhindered" and where individuals can "take in information for miles around." Sometimes they seek "refuge" in "hiding places", where they can "see without being
seen" and can "gain information without giving away information." All offer environmental stimulation, but in different ways and for different purposes. All "become a space" for people because individually they appropriate it differently in their everyday lives.
A public place also must be "spatially anchored", affording individuals reasons to frequent it-"the more reasons they have, the more secure they feel and the more time they'll spend there; they'll visit more often, and they'll make longer visits." Public places also offer opportunities to find "a little niche" where individuals "can stand or sit without being bothered by other people and without getting in anyone's way." And they spend time in public places for two kinds of reasons-passive (people watching, drinking a cup of coffee while reading a newspaper) and active (talking to friends, meeting someone) (Hiss, 1990) . Note words and phrases like "refuge", "become a space", "welcome experiencing", "spatially anchored." They don't show up much in our professional discourse, and without a vocabulary like this we deny ourselves opportunities to develop a deeper understanding of "library as place."
In a 1997 book Ray Oldenburg introduced the phrase "third place" that has recently found its way into our literature. First place, he argues, is home; second place is work. A third place, however, functions as one of the "core settings of informal public life" offering escape from home and work and "neutral ground" where people are not required to host, can gather, feel comfortable with each other, and come and go as they please. Third places keep long hours, function as "levelers" where social class differences are less important, and are accessible and accommodating. They also have "regulars"--often individuals who find this third place more comfortable than their first and second places. Third places maintain a low profile and fit ordinary patterns of daily routine. They make people feel rooted, provide emotional warmth, cultivate a sense of ownership and belonging, and empower people by allowing them to select when to participate in community behaviors, and when just to watch. And within safe space they also offer the prospect of seductive uncertainties (unpredictable topics of conversation, diversity of behaviors and experiences). In third places, the right of free assembly is constantly on public display, but not in the form of organized associations. Rather, third places foster informal social associations where people are treated as individuals, not as objects or customers.
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And those who frequent third places regularly play influential roles in controlling behaviors; over time they learn acceptable habits and help enforce civic responsibility by all who interact there. They make possible the socialization of community behaviors and thus contribute to social and community harmony (Oldenburg, 1997) . They are the "playing field for citizenship" in the everyday lives of those who frequent these places. "Escape", "neutral ground", social "leveling", places that foster "conversation", are "accessible and accommodating"--all words and phrases Oldenberg introduces into public place vocabulary. In libraries we see these kinds of interchanges every day, but still we haven't figured out ways to measure their social benefits for the bean counters who want to set rules for identifying the value of library services.
In Without more research focus on library as place, we rob ourselves of a deeper understanding of the roles the library plays in its host community. At the same time, I would argue, by focusing so much on "the user in the life of the library" we automatically privilege transactional activities like information retrieval to a higher plane in the panoply of professional services than it actually deserves. In the past quarter century LIS discourse has regarded public realm activities as less important, marginally relevant, and peripheral to a professionally self-assumed infocentric research agenda. We have focused much more research attention on process than place, much more on the "user in the life of the library", not enough on "the library in the As an adolescent Jew in the 1920s, Fortas had found his hometown Memphis Public Library an "accessible and accommodating" "refuge" that gave him a "welcoming experience", this in the midst of a predominantly Protestant culture let him know he was unwelcome in so many other local places and spaces. But it was the same public library nineteen-year old African
American Richard Wright was trying to access. As a 6 th grader in Jackson, Mississippi, in 1922, he used to marvel with his friends at articles in the Chicago Defender that "Lake Michigan
Negroes" could go to public libraries and take out any book they wanted. Three years later he moved to Memphis. "Negroes were not allowed to patronize its shelves any more than they were the parks and playgrounds of the city", he wrote in his autobiography. Because he had previously gone into the library "to get books for white men on the job", he •'What do you want, boy?'
•As though I did not possess the power of speech, I stepped forward and simply handed her the forged note, not parting my lips.
•'What books by Mencken does he want?' she asked.
•'I don't know, ma'am,' I said, avoiding her eyes.
•'You're not using these books, are you?' She asked pointedly.
•'Oh, no, ma'am. I can't read.'
The ploy worked; the librarian delivered copies of Mencken's Prejudices and A Book of Prefaces (Wright, 1937) . What I want, in short, is a focus not on the "user in the life of the library", but on "the library in the life of the user." Hopefully, this approach will create greater understanding of the multiple roles these ubiquitous institutions have played in their host communities over the generations.
Preliminary findings already show that people have always used the American public library as "spatially anchored" public space where patrons seek "refuge", "hiding places", and "welcoming experiences." As "accessible and accommodating" places, they have provided neutral ground that helped "level" society by bringing together men, women, and children of 72 한국문헌정보학회지 제44권 제4호 2010 all social classes and many races and ethnicities. They have also empowered their users by allowing them to come and go as they please, but at the same time they socialized diverse cultures by modeling the community's acceptable behaviors. They have provided space that fostered conversation where community got constructed in a variety of ways, including the facilitation of "imagined communities" in which occupants "meet" as groups mostly in their imagination (Anderson, 1983) .
By taking a "library in the life of the user" perspective in my research on this "People's
History of the American Public Library", I see "library as place" as a predominant historical consistency running all the way from the Boston Public Library that opened in 1854 to the Flathead Montana County Library experience with neo-Nazis and local protesters earlier this year. It looks to me like library as place has been crucial to the existence of the American public library for a century-and-a-half, and helps explain why the number of visitors to public libraries has increased every year for the past fifteen. I think it also helps us understand more deeply why people come out of the woodwork to protest attempts by local politicians to close their branch libraries. If the research on the public sphere I cited earlier is any indicator, the library as place means so much more to patrons than merely an information institution, and as a profession, until we expand our research agenda to include from a "library in the life of the user" perspective more investigations of what happens in all types of library spaces, we will continue to undervalue the library's role as place. As a phrase, "I Only Hate Broccoli" sounds cute, and innocent. On a placard at a protest rally against hatred and racism, however, it becomes an important message and a powerful political statement. History tells me this place we call "library" has rich tradition of providing the kind of safe and civil space in which statements like these can be delivered. What happened at the Flathead County Library tells me the tradition lives on.
